Protein synthesis by native chemical ligation: Expanded scope by using straightforward methodology
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ABSTRACT The total chemical synthesis of proteins has great potential for increasing our understanding of the molecular basis of protein function. The introduction of native chemical ligation techniques to join unprotected peptides next to a cysteine residue has greatly facilitated the synthesis of proteins of moderate size. Here, we describe a straightforward methodology that has enabled us to rapidly analyze the compatibility of the native chemical ligation strategy for X–Cys ligation sites, where X is any of the 20 naturally occurring amino acids. The simplified methodology avoids the necessity of specific amino acid thioester linkers or alkylation of C-terminal thioacid peptides. Experiments using matrix-assisted laser-desorption ionization MS analysis of combinatorial ligations of L-lysine–C-terminal thioester peptides to the peptide CRANK show that all 20 amino acids are suitable for ligation, with Val, Ile, and Pro representing less favorable choices because of slow ligation rates. To illustrate the methodology’s utility, two 124-aa proteins were manually synthesized by a three-step, four-piece ligation to yield a fully active human secretory phospholipase A2 and a catalytically inactive analog. The combination of flexibility in design with general access because of simplified methodology broadens the applicability and versatility of chemical protein synthesis.

The introduction of unnatural chemical groups into the covalent structure of a protein molecule can provide valuable insights into questions about protein function and enzyme activity. Consequently, unnatural amino acids have been incorporated into proteins through the complementary approaches of total chemical synthesis by solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) (1, 2) and approaches of total chemical synthesis by solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) (1, 2) and in vitro translation with misacylated tRNA (3). Despite the success of these methods in several protein systems, technical limitations have limited their general application.

Native chemical ligation has been developed to facilitate the synthesis of proteins of moderate size (∼150 aa) (4–8). This ligation chemistry involves a chemoselective reaction between a C-terminal thioester and an N-terminal cysteine residue to yield a native peptide bond at the site of ligation (9). One limitation to this approach has been the efficient synthesis of C-terminal thioester peptides. Traditionally, these peptides have been obtained in two steps through selective alkylation of thioacid peptides (4) generated from optimized SPPS (10) by using an HF-labile thioester linker (11, 12). However, the need for an individual-solution synthesis of a tert-butoxycarbonyl (Boc)–amino–thioester linker for each C-terminal amino acid desired has limited the general application of this approach (12). Furthermore, protection and cleavage of the polypeptide chain from the resin by anhydrous HF yields the corresponding C-terminal thioacid (COSH) that requires alkylation and purification to obtain the activated thioester (COSR). As a result, only a limited set of ligation pairs has been examined by using Ala (4), Leu (13), or Gly (4, 7) as the C-terminal thioester residue from individual syntheses of amino acid thioacid linkers (12). Other approaches can be used to generate C-terminal thioester peptides directly (5, 14, 15), for example Asn, but also suffer from the requirement for synthesizing an amino acid–thioester linker of each individual amino acid.

To facilitate the synthesis of C-terminal thioester peptides, a general and straightforward procedure has been developed that generates a resin from which any desired thioester peptide can be readily synthesized. This thioester resin is a generalized and significantly simplified variant of that described by Hojo et al. (14). After chain assembly and deprotection, the resulting C-terminal activated thioester peptides can be used in native-chemical ligation reactions without further modification. The efficacy of all 20 naturally occurring amino acids in native chemical ligation reactions has been demonstrated by synthesis and analysis of defined mixtures of peptides. The utility of this approach was demonstrated by the total chemical syntheses of 124-aa human secretory phospholipase A2 (hsPLA2) and an active-site chemical mutant in which His-47 was replaced by the isosteric β-thienyl alanine (Bta).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials. 2-(1H-Benzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyloxonium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU) and Boc–amino acids were obtained from Nova Biochem, Boc–Arg (p-toluenesulfonyl)-OH Boc–Asn(xanthyl)-OH, and Boc–β-thienylalanine were obtained from Bachem. S-trityl-mercaptobutyric acid was obtained from Peptides International. Boc–Cys-OCH2Pam-resin and N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DIEA) were obtained from Applied Biosystems, p-Methylbenzhydrolamine (MBHA) resin was obtained from Peninsula Laboratories. 2-(Methylsulfonyl)ethyl 4-nitrophenyl carbonate was obtained from Fluka. N,N-Dimethylformamide (DMF) and HPLC-grade acetonitrile were purchased from Fischer. Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) was obtained from Halocarbon Products (Hacketts, NJ). HF was purchased from Matheson, 1,2-Bis(heptanoylthio)-phosphatidylcholine and 5,5′-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) were purchased from Cyma Chemicals (Ann Arbor, MI).
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**Peptide Synthesis.** Peptides were prepared by manual SPPS typically on a 0.25-mmol scale by using the in situ neutralization/HBTU activation procedure for Boc chemistry as described (10). Each synthetic cycle consisted of N\textsubscript{a}-Boc removal by a 1- to 2-min treatment with neat TFA, a 1-min DMF flow wash, a 10- to 20-min coupling time with 1 mmol of preactivated Boc-amino acid in the presence of excess DIEA, and a second DMF flow wash. N\textsubscript{a}-Boc-amino acids (1.1 mmol) were preactivated for 3 min with 1.0 mmol of HBTU (0.5 M in DMF) in the presence of excess DIEA (3 mmol). After each coupling step, yields were determined by measuring residual free amine with the quantitative ninhydrin assay (16). After coupling of Gln residues, a DCM flow wash was used before and after deprotection by using TFA, to prevent possible high-temperature (TFA/DMF)-catalyzed pyrrolidine formation (10).

After chain assembly was completed, the peptides were deprotected and cleaved from the resin by treatment with anhydrous HF for 1 hr at 0°C with 4% p-cresol as a scavenger. In all cases, the imidazole side-chain 2,4-dinitrophenyl (Dnp) protecting groups remained on His residues because the Dnp-removal procedure is incompatible with C-terminal thioester groups. However, Dnp is gradually removed by thios during the ligation reaction, yielding unprotected His. After cleavage, both peptides were precipitated with ice-cold diethylether, dissolved in aqueous acetonitrile, and lyophilized.

**Tryptic-Associated Mercaptopropionic Acid–Leucine (TAMPAL) Resin.** N\textsubscript{a}-Boc-Leu (4 mmol) was activated with 2.7 mmol of HBTU in the presence of 6 mmol of DIEA and coupled for 16 min to 2 mmol of MBHA resin (99.9% coupling yield). (Boc–Leu Pam resin has also been used as the initial resin for polypeptide-chain assembly after reactivation of the trityl protecting group with two 1-min treatments as a starting resin for polypeptide-chain assembly after reactivation in a parallel fashion (0.25 mmol of resin each, by using 1.1 mmol of HBTU in the presence of 6 mmol of DIEA). After HF treatment of the peptide-resin, CRANK was lyophilized and stored at −20°C.

**hsPLA\textsubscript{2} Polypeptide Fragment Syntheses.** hsPLA\textsubscript{2}: 1 (1−27), 2 (28−58), and 3 (59−87) (Fig 2A) only were synthesized on TAMPAL resin (0.25-mmol scale) to yield C-terminal MPAL-activated thioesters; peptide 4 (88−124) was synthesized on Cys-phenylacetamidomethyl resin to yield a C-terminal carboxylic acid group after deprotection and cleavage of the peptide resin (Fig. 2A). Peptides 2 and 3 were N-terminally protected with a 2-(methylsulfonyl)ethyl carbonate (Msc) group by a 2-hr incubation with a 10-fold excess of activated Msc–nitrophenyl ester in a minimal volume of DMF/5% DIEA. In a parallel synthesis, Bta-47 replaced His-47 in peptide 28−58. After deprotection and cleavage from the resin, the polypeptides were HPLC-purified, lyophilized, and stored at −20°C until use.

**HPLC.** Analytical reversed-phase HPLC was performed on a Hewlett Packard HPLC 1050 system by using Vydac C-18 columns (5 μm, 0.46 × 15 cm). Semipreparative reversed-phase HPLC was performed on a Rainin HPLC system by using a Vydac C-18 column (10 μm, 1.0 × 25 cm). Linear gradients of acetonitrile in water/0.1% TFA were used to elute bound peptides. The flow rates used were 1 ml/min (analytical) and 5 ml/min (semipreparative).

**MS.** Electrospray ionization MS was performed on an API-III triple quadrupole mass spectrometer (Sciex, Thornhill, ON, Canada). Peptide masses were calculated from the experimental m/z from all of the observed protonation states of a peptide by using MACSPEC software (Sciex). Matrix-assisted laser-desorption ionization (MALDI)-MS was performed on a Dynamo DY-100 mass spectrometer (Thermo BioAnalysis, Santa Fe, NM) by using α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (Aldrich) as a matrix. Theoretical masses of peptides and proteins were calculated by using MACPROMASS software (Beckman Research Institute, Duarte, CA).

**Native Chemical Ligation.** The ligation of unprotected synthetic peptide segments was performed as follows: 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 8.5) containing 6 M guanidine, 4% (vol/vol) benzylmercaptan, and 4% (vol/vol) thiophenol was added to dry peptides, resulting in a final peptide concentration of 1−3 mM at a pH of 7 (lowered because of addition of thiols and TFA from the lyophilized peptide). The ligation reaction was monitored by using MALDI-MS and/or HPLC and electrospray ionization-MS until completion. LYRAX–CRANK ligation reactions were performed at 3 mM individual LYRAX concentrations (15 mM total) and 30 mM CRANK concentrations for each of the four pools. For the hsPLA\textsubscript{2} ligations, the following polypeptide concentrations were used: 3.4 and 2.7 mM for 59−87 and 88−124, respectively; 2.2 and 1.3 mM for 28−58 and 59−124, respectively; and 1.4 and 0.9 mM for 1−27 and 28−124, respectively.

The yields for the described hsPLA\textsubscript{2} ligation reactions were 80−90% by HPLC, although an additional loss of 50% as a result of HPLC purification per step is typical for relatively small-scale ligations (1−2 μmol). For the described hsPLA\textsubscript{2} ligation, we started with 6 mg of 88–124 (1.3 μmol) and obtained 1.1 mg of purified 1–124 (0.08 μmol) after three successive ligations and three HPLC purifications.

**Enzymatic sPLA\textsubscript{2}−Activity Assay.** The hydrolysis of 1,2-bis(heptanoylthio)-phosphatidylcholine substrate (17) by sPLA\textsubscript{2} was analyzed on a Cary 1-Bio double beam spectrophotometer (Varian) at 37°C as described (18). $K_m$ and $k_{cat}$ values were determined with ENZFITTER software (Elsevier-Biosoft, Cambridge, U.K.).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To facilitate the synthesis of thioester peptides with a wide variety of C-terminal amino acids, a general thioester peptide-producing resin linker for Boc chemistry—SPPS was designed. Starting with the HF-labile MBHA resin, leucine was coupled followed by S-trityl mercaptopropionic acid by using standard SPPS conditions (10). The resulting TAMPAL resin can be used as a starting resin for polypeptide-chain assembly after removal of the trityl protecting group. The desired thioester bond can be generated directly on the resin (15) by using any amino acid and standard coupling conditions. This peptide– linker had been previously shown to be compatible with Boc–SPPS with glycine at the C terminus and with norelucine as a spacer to provide greater stability during synthesis (14). After HF cleavage and purification, the C-terminal MPAL–thioester peptide can be used directly in native chemical ligation after in situ thioester exchange (Fig. 1A).

The compatibility and efficiency in native chemical ligation of all 20 amino acid-COSR peptides were analyzed. Four pools of five LYRAX peptides (where X = any amino acid) were selected so that each pool would contain unique masses for every LYRAX–COSR (LYRAX–MPAL) peptide (Fig. 1A). After HF treatment, four pools of peptides, each containing five different activated LYRAX–MPAL peptides, were obtained (Fig. 1A). The purity and mass of each peptide were confirmed by using HPLC and electrospray ionization MS. Ligation reactions with the peptide, CRANK, were performed for each of the four crude peptide–thioester mixtures by using standard ligation conditions (Fig. 1B). Direct analysis of the ligation reactions was performed at various time points by using MALDI-MS without desalting. As an example, a simultaneous readout of the state of ligation to CRANK for each of the LYRAX peptides featuring C-terminal A, V, I, M, and F is shown as a function of time (Fig. 1C).

To interpret the MALDI spectra, the peak areas for each starting MPAL–thioester peptide, the intermediate benzylmercaptan–thioester exchange peptide, and the LYRAX/CRANK ligation product were calculated for every amino acid over a series of time points. These values were added to define 100% for each time point. The fractions of the starting, intermediate, and product compounds are shown as a function of time (Fig. 1D).

Although MALDI is not strictly quantitative, we have found it to be a useful tool for monitoring relative changes in similar peptides (19). To validate the MALDI results, a separate LYRAH(Dnp)–MPAL-to-CRANK ligation was performed and monitored by using HPLC (C18: 9–45% acetonitrile 1.8%/min, 0.1% TFA). The percentage of ligation was determined by using HPLC (50% ligation product after 1 hr; >80% ligation product after 4 hr) and was found to be similar to that obtained by MALDI analysis (Fig. 1D, Left).

The individual ligation reactions were divided into four groups based on time to attain 100% product formation (i.e., no starting or intermediate compounds) within 4, 9, 24, or 48 hr and longer (Fig. 1D). Interestingly, several amino acids undergo ligation at a similar rate to glycine and faster than alanine, indicating that the side chain can facilitate the ligation reaction. In particular, cysteine and histidine react at the same rate as glycine, which is the least hindered amino acid. It is possible that the thiol–cysteine side chain and the imidazole–histidine side chain participate in catalysis of the rate-limiting transthioesterification step of the ligation reaction. From these data, it can be observed that all 20 amino acids can be applied to this X–Cys ligation strategy, with Val, Ile, and Pro representing less favorable choices because of slow ligation rates.

The MALDI analysis provided several insights into the synthesis and ligation of thioester peptides. Peptides containing C-terminal proline residues are known to undergo diketopiperazine formation during chain assembly on traditional Pam resins (20). The C-terminal thioester linker would be expected to be highly susceptible to this side reaction during synthesis of the peptide LYRAP–MPAL. As expected, ~20% of the peptide contained a 2-aa C-terminal deletion to produce LYR–MPAL. Significantly, none of the other pools of peptides contained this deletion, indicating that only C-terminal proline peptides undergo this cyclization.

The ability of thiol additives to accelerate native ligation reactions has been reported (6). The MALDI data provides a detailed look into the thioester species present during the ligation reaction. Interestingly, despite the addition of both thiophenol and benzylmercaptan, thiophenol–thioester peptides are not observed. In addition, ligation products are only observed after formation of benzyl–thioester peptides. For example, thiol exchange for LYRAV and LYRAI (Fig. 1C Bottom, v and i) as well as the corresponding ligated materials are absent after 1 hr of ligation reaction (Fig. 1C). These observations indicate that the initial MPAL–thioester peptide is not the major reactive species in the formation of the thioester intermediate of the ligation under the experimental conditions.

Activated peptides can be prone to racemization via an oxazolone rearrangement (21, 22). To investigate possible racemization of the histidine residue at the His–Cys ligation site, an individual model LYRAH–MPAL-to-CRANK ligation under the same reaction conditions was performed. The ligation product was compared with individually synthesized LYRA–LH–CRANK and LYRA–dH–CRANK by using HPLC analysis. Under our ligation conditions, the major ligation product eluted at the LYRA–LH–CRANK retention time and <2% of LYRA–dH–CRANK ligation product was observed. This observation is consistent with the absence (<1%) of racemization at Leu during a comparatively slow Leu–Cys ligation under comparable reaction conditions (13).

The ligation conditions used for these model studies used 3 mM peptide concentrations, which are similar to those used for larger peptide ligations (1–5 mM).

To demonstrate this straightforward approach for protein synthesis, hsPLA2 was chosen as a model. To dissect the lipolytic activity (for a review, see ref. 23) from the anticoagulant properties of hsPLA2 (7, 24, 25, 26), a chemical analog in which the active-site residue His-47 was replaced with the isoteric, but hydrogen bonding-deficient amino acid Bta was designed.

The 124-aa polypeptide chain of hsPLA2 was assembled from four ~30-aa peptides that could easily be assembled by manual SPPS (Fig. 2A). The ligation sites, His-27–Cys-28, Gly-58–Cys-59, and Leu-87–Cys-88 took advantage of the knowledge gained from the model studies. Although the ligation site of Gly-25–Cys-26 could have been used, the His-27–Cys-28 site provided a stringent test for the compatibility of functional side chains with the native chemical ligation approach for protein synthesis. Peptides 1, 2, and 3 were synthesized on TAMPAL resin to yield C-terminal MPAL–thioesters, and peptide 4 was synthesized on Cys-phenylacetamidomethyl resin to yield a C-terminal carboxylic acid group after deprotection and cleavage of the peptide resin (Fig. 2A).

Peptides 2 and 3 were N-terminally protected with a Msc group to prevent polymerization or cyclization of the respective peptides under ligation conditions. After deprotection and cleavage from the resin, the polypeptides were HPLC-purified, lyophilized, and stored at −20°C until use.

The individual ligation reactions for the assembly of hsPLA2 provided a test for our model studies. The ligation reaction of Msc–59–87–MPAL to 88–124 (Leu–Cys ligation site) needed 24 hr at 37°C to produce 90% ligation. This rate was as expected from the Leu–Cys ligation rate with the model peptide studies (Fig. 1). After removal of the N-terminal Msc group, the purified polypeptide 59–124 was separately ligated to two different Msc–28–58—MPAL polypeptides, one with
His-47 and one with Bta-47. These ligation reactions involved a Gly–Cys ligation site, one of the most favorable according to the model peptide study (Fig. 1). Indeed, both ligation reactions were complete within 6 hr, after which removal of N-terminal Msc and HPLC yielded purified polypeptides 28–124 and 28–124–Bta-47, ready to be used in the final ligation reaction. The 1–27–MPAL to 28–124 ligations involved His(Dnp)–Cys ligation sites and were completed in 9 hr, again as expected from the model peptide study.

After HPLC purification, polypeptides 1–124 and 1–124–Bta-47 were refolded as described (26) to give hsPLA2 and the active-site variant hsPLA2–Bta-47 (Fig. 2C). The masses of the reduced and refolded phospholipases agreed well with their calculated average isotopic mass and are summarized in Table 1.

**Fig. 1.** Parallel native chemical ligation model study of LYRAX-to-CRANK peptide ligations, with X representing all 20 natural amino acids.

(A) Under experimental conditions during native chemical ligation, LYRAX–MPAL-activated thioester peptides undergo thioester exchange reactions with benzylmercaptan and thiophenol. (B) Native chemical ligation. COSR of LYRAX–MPAL undergoes nucleophilic attack by the side chain of the N-terminal cysteine residue of CRANK, after which a rapid intramolecular rearrangement produces a native peptide bond at the site of ligation. (C) Simultaneous MALDI-MS readout of combinatorial ligations of crude LYRAX–MPAL-to-CRANK ligations featuring A, V, I, M, and F as C-terminal amino acid-activated thioester residues. (D) Determination of ligation product (filled symbols) and benzylmercaptan–thioester exchange intermediates (open symbols) as a function of time for all 20 LYRAX–MPAL C-terminal activated thioesters. C-terminal amino acids are divided into four groups, in which ligations were completed within 4, 9, or 24 hr or in 48 hr or more, respectively. Left, (t ≤ 4 hr), * indicates the observed LYRAH–CRANK model-peptide ligation rate when monitored by using HPLC analysis.
1. For hsPLA2–His-47, the calculated molecular masses based on average isotope composition are 13,919.0 Da (reduced) and 13,905.0 Da (oxidized). For hsPLA2–Bta-47, the calculated molecular masses based on average isotope composition are 13,935.0 Da (reduced) and 13,921.0 Da (oxidized). The recombinant hsPLA2 contained Leu-8 instead of Met-8, resulting in a calculated mass decrease of 18 Da, but was shown to retain full enzymatic activity (27).

When compared with recombinant hsPLA2 and synthetic hsPLA2 obtained from a two-segment ligation (7), the current four-segment hsPLA2 ligation product and refolded enzyme had the correct mass and activity and was enzymatically indistinguishable from the recombinant enzyme (Table 1). The striking shift of maximal intensity from the 16th and 17th charged state in the reduced polypeptide chain to the 7th charged state in the refolded hsPLA2–Bta-47 (Fig. 2C) is characteristic behavior of folded globular proteins compared with their denatured counterparts (28, 29).

One of the major advantages of chemical protein synthesis is the ability to introduce unnatural amino acids into the peptide 1: 1-\text{NLVNFHRMIKLTTGKEAALSYYGFGYCH-27}
peptide 2: 28-CGVGGRGSFKDATRDCCVTHDCYK kale KR-58
peptide 3: 59-CGTKFLSYKFSNSGRTCAKQDSRCRSQL-87
peptide 4: 88-CECDAATAATCFARNKTLYNKKQYYSNKHCGRGSTEMPC-124

Table 1. Molecular masses and enzyme kinetics of hsPLA2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>hsPLA2 type</th>
<th>Ligation</th>
<th>Oxidized</th>
<th>Reduced</th>
<th>$K_{\text{m}}$, mM</th>
<th>$k_{\text{cat}}$, sec$^{-1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>Two-piece</td>
<td>13919.5 ± 1.6$^*$</td>
<td>13904.7 ± 0.8$^*$</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.2$^*$</td>
<td>3.5 ± 0.3$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recombinant</td>
<td>(Met-8 → Leu-8)</td>
<td>13885.2 ± 1.0</td>
<td>13840.7 ± 0.8$^*$</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.2$^*$</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.2$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>Two-piece</td>
<td>13919.5 ± 2.2</td>
<td>13904.8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>Four-piece</td>
<td>13935.2 ± 2.3</td>
<td>13920.6 ± 1.6</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical</td>
<td>(His-47 → Bta-47)</td>
<td>13919.5 ± 2.2</td>
<td>13904.8 ± 0.6</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Molecular masses were determined with electrospray ionization-ms. 1,2-Bis(heptanoylthio)-phosphatidylcholine hydrolysis was used to study the kinetic parameters of sPLA2. The kinetic data represent the average ±SD of three experiments. ND, not detectable (<0.1% of native hsPLA2).

*Data from ref. 7.
polypeptide chain. Bta is conformationally similar to histidine, but the \( \sigma \)-nitrogen is replaced with a methylene and the \( \pi \)-nitrogen with sulfur (Fig. 2). Interestingly, when this thienyl side chain was substituted for the His-47 imidazole side chain in hsPLA\(_2\), an inactive variant was obtained (Table 1). The enzymatic activity of hsPLA\(_2\)-Bta-47 was below the detection limit of the assay used, i.e., at least 1,000-fold lower than hsPLA\(_2\)-His-47.

These studies demonstrate that the thioester peptide producing TAMPAL resin is a useful tool for obtaining activated thioester peptides with all natural C-terminal amino acids. The results from the parallel approach for characterizing the compatibility of native ligation with all 20 amino acids in X-Cys native chemical ligation were consistent with the individual ligations in the synthesis of hsPLA\(_2\) and an enzymatically inactive hsPLA\(_2\) variant. These experiments suggest that peptides with at least 17 of the 20 C-terminal amino acids are compatible with protein synthesis by native ligation.

Although in principle, proteins of any length are attainable by using this methodology, 200 aa appears to be the practical size limit. Analysis of the ORFs encoded in the yeast genome (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) (35) indicates that 22% of these sequences are between 40 and 200 aa (\( \approx 1200 \) proteins). Of these proteins, 50% (600 proteins) have a cysteine residue spaced <60 amino acids apart throughout the sequence (S. B. H. Kent, personal communication). Because in this study, 85% (17/20) of X-Cys ligation sites have been shown to be compatible with native ligation, \( \approx 40\% \) of yeast proteins between 40 and 200 aa can be synthesized without modification. It is anticipated that nearly all of these proteins could be synthesized with one or two conservative changes to the amino acid sequence. More importantly, most protein domains are well within this size limit.

These results are of particular relevance to recently described approaches for protein semisynthesis. It has been demonstrated that biologically derived peptides can be generated with an N-terminal cysteine residue by using a unique factor X cleavage site (30). More elegantly, "expressed-protein ligation" enables C-terminal thioester peptides to be generated from biological sources by using modified intein fusion proteins (31, 32). Our ligation studies imply that a variety of amino acids may be compatible with the protein-splicing mechanism (33). In addition to these approaches, we have recently introduced a conformationally assisted protein-ligation strategy that allows some proteins to be assembled without an N-terminal cysteine residue (34). Complementary use of our TAMPAL-resin strategy with these semisynthetic techniques will enable synthetic access to most proteins of interest.

The use of native chemical ligation has already enabled the synthesis of a variety of proteins of moderate size. The introduction of a straightforward and expanded methodology to generate the necessary \( \alpha \)-thioester peptides should allow this approach to be useful to a wider spectrum of laboratories. The synthesis of proteins by chemical ligation should greatly enhance the application of organic chemistry to the world of proteins.
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